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1. Establishing selection criteria for the identification of the Most Appropriate
Accessions (MAAs)
Selection criteria were proposed by the AEGIS Prunus group and agreed by the
ECPGR Prunus Working Group; they were subsequently revised after discussion with
Malus/Pyrus and Vitis chairs, vice-chairs and database managers at NCG Meeting,
29-31 March 2006, Bonn. Recently, AEGIS has circulated a document on “Draft
selection criteria for the identification of MAAs to be included in the European
Collection” which has been discussed during the Radzików meeting.
In vegetatively propagated crops such as Prunus there are, conceptually, two steps to
the choice of MAA. Firstly there is the choice of the appropriate genotypes for further
consideration. Secondly there is the choice of the MAAs of those genotypes.
a. Recommended selection criteria for choice of cherry genotypes
The genotypes to be considered for AEGIS should be:
•
in the public domain (i.e. designated as such to AEGIS by governments or
holders and excluding most breeder's selections);
•
originating in Europe or introduced to and important to Europe;
•
genetically unique on the basis of available data and/or recorded history;
•
agronomically/scientifically and/or historically/culturally important or
potentially important
•
plant genetic resources, including ornamental genotypes and crop wild
relatives (including wild Prunus avium even though it is a forest species);
These criteria essentially correspond to the AEGIS ‘primary selection criteria’ which
were approved by the ECPGR Steering Committee and are not crop-specific.
b. Comments on draft priority selection criteria for choice of MAAs
The following set of suggested priority selection criteria has recently been circulated
by AEGIS to guide the countries and their genebanks in identifying the accessions for
a given crop that the country is prepared to nominate to the respective WG for
inclusion in the European Collection. These nominated accessions will then be
scrutinized by the respective Working Groups with the intention of identifying the
MAAs, in particular by using the secondary selection criteria that have been adopted
by the Working Group for a given crop or group of crops, before proposing them as
European Accessions to the individual countries for their acceptance. The categories
of germplasm for conservation as part of the European Collection are, in decreasing
order of priority:
•
Accessions that have been collected or bred in the country where they are
being conserved in one of its genebanks;
•
Accessions of the crop genepool in question that are crop wild relatives;
•
Germplasm accessions that are traditional varieties and/or landraces;
•
Germplasm accessions that represent old and/or obsolete varieties;

•
•
•
•

Modern varieties, bred with conventional methods;
Accessions that are breeding lines;
Genetic stocks of the crop genepool in question;
Accessions that consist of research material like mapping populations,
mutants, etc. – if different from 7 above.

The AEGIS Prunus group has problems with this list. All the categories should be
included and should be not prioritized (Thus, ‘priority selection criteria’ is a confusing
term and, moreover, could be confused with ‘primary selection criteria’). Moreover,
in vegetatively propagated crops, most of the categories refer to genotypes and not to
accessions.
The AEGIS group recommends the following re-worded categories for inclusion in
AEGIS without prioritization:
•
Traditional cultivars and/or landraces;
•
Old and/or obsolete cultivars;
•
Modern cultivars, bred with conventional methods;
•
Significant breeding lines;
•
Genetic stocks, mutants and seedlings of mapping progenies;
•
Crop wild relatives.
c. Recommended secondary selection criteria
The following secondary selection criteria proposed by AEGIS concern the choice of
MAA when multiple accessions of acceptable genotypes are available:
•
Maintained in “country of origin”;
•
A known origin (collected and/or bred; pedigree data!?);
•
Comprehensiveness of passport information (It is suggested to use the multicrop passport descriptors);
•
Number of regeneration/multiplication cycles (As far as known; otherwise
rough estimates would be helpful);
•
Health status: virus-free;
•
Existence of morphological and/or molecular characterization data;
•
Existence of (agronomical) evaluation data;
•
Validated accession name (particularly relevant for perennial clonal crops
where the same name can be attributed to different accessions; history of
individual accessions is important; special attention to be paid to synonyms
and homonyms; transparent selection procedure is needed).
The AEGIS Prunus group proposes some improvement of wording for the criteria to
be considered in the choice of MAAs, as follows:
•
Maintained in “country of origin”;
•
Of known origin, whether collected or bred;
•
Accompanied by comprehensive passport information using the EURISCO
multi-crop passport descriptors;
•
Of high health status, e.g. virus-free;
•
Accompanied by morphological and/or molecular characterization data;
•
Accompanied by agronomic evaluation data;
•
Correctly named (particularly relevant for perennial clonal crops in which
synonyms and homonyms are frequent).

Regarding the country of origin criterion, implementation of AEGIS would be
hampered by the current lack of participation of many countries in the EPDB. Indeed,
if a country chooses not to participate, then accessions from that country cannot be
maintained in the country of origin so far as AEGIS is concerned.
Regarding the need for accompanying data, it must be recognised that data sets from
many collections are far from complete. The AEGIS group regards the provision of
the following EURISCO minimum passport data as obligatory:
•
Accession name (ACCENAME)
•
Country of origin (ORIGCTY) – though the EURISCO definition is not
appropriate for vegetatively propagated crops/cultivars
•
Institute code (INSTCODE), where the accession is maintained
•
Species (SPECIES)
Moreover the AEGIS group recommends that curators complete the following
EURISCO passport descriptors and Prunus specific descriptors:
•
Accession number (ACCENUMB)
•
Acquisition date (ACQDATE)
•
Donor institute code (DONORCODE) and its decoded name
(DONORDESCR)
•
Donor accession number (DONORNUMB)
•
Other identification (numbers) associated with the accession (OTHERNUMB)
•
Breeding institute code (BREDCODE) and its decoded name (BREDDESCR)
•
Identification of material (IDENTIF: Prunus specific descriptor)
•
Virus disease status (VIRUSTATUS: Prunus specific descriptor)
•
Date of the virus disease status (VIRUSDATE: Prunus specific descriptor)
Finally characterization data and photographs should be helpful for selecting the
MAAs when several accessions are available.
Regarding the health status criterion, the susceptibility of some Prunus crops to virus
diseases hinders the selection of MAAs. High health status material free from viruses
is desirable, but to create and maintain large numbers of accessions free from viruses
would be very expensive. Cryopreservation could be explored as a way of maintaining
virus freedom in clean material.
Regarding the validation of the accession name, a specific descriptor called
“IDENTIF” is available in the EPDB but the information is seldom provided by
curators.
d. General observations and comments on the process of developing the
criteria and lessons learnt for other crops
It should be noted that some important Prunus collections are not in contact with the
EPDB; thus in 2008 there are 2731 cherry accessions in the EPDB and 2434 cherry
accessions in EURISCO but only 384 accessions are common to both. If further
collections become involved in AEGIS at a later date there may be consequences
regarding the re-nomination of AEGIS accessions.

The points made above in relation to Prunus, including the caveat about health status,
are relevant to other fruit and perennial crops. It should be noted that Malus and
Fragaria, unlike Prunus, are Annex 1 crops.
2. Establishing the list of MAAs
a. The procedure followed, including the respective roles of associated
institutions, the countries (i.e. National Coordinators), the Central
Crop Database manager and the Working Group
The following procedure had been agreed by the AEGIS Prunus group at the meeting
in Rome in June 2005 and subsequently approved by the ECPGR Prunus Working
Group.
In nominating the initial AEGIS accessions, the first step is for the EPDB Manager to
update the current accession database, contacting current participants for revisions and
seeking new contacts. The second step is for the Database manager to collate the data
relating to the accessions offered so that, for the different identities, it can be seen at
which sites they are held and what data are available. The third step is for the
Database manager and the ECPGR Prunus Working Group (or crop-specific subcommittees) to review the data with a view to nominating the primary and reserve
AEGIS accessions and for the Database manager to register the AEGIS status of the
chosen accessions and the reasons for choosing them. The fourth step would be for the
Database manager to notify the collection holders and AEGIS Secretariat of the
decisions.
However, as no countries have yet signed to AEGIS, this procedure could not be
implemented. Moreover problems of synonymy and trueness-to-name were apparent.
As a consequence, a subgroup of cherry experts was formed in order to collaborate
with the Database manager for the identification in the EPDB of likely synonyms
among the cherry accessions. The subgroup met at Gembloux in June 2008 and
addressed the synonymy problems of 636 preselected accessions, attributing them to
178 duplicate groups each representing a single genotype referred to by an agreed
euonym. Then the EPDB manager was able to select a list of genotypes, using the
primary criteria, and subsequently to prepare a list of MAAs of those genotypes by
applying some of the secondary criteria.
b. List of MAAs generated for Prunus based on the EPDB
The generation of a preliminary list of MAAs has been put into practice in advance of
the implementation of AEGIS, using the EPDB as a tool. This list will be revised after
the update of the data sets and probably after the signature of the countries involved.
Among the 2731 sweet cherry accessions that had been already registered in EPDB,
668 accessions were excluded when preparing the preliminary list (267 unnamed
accessions, 70 protected cultivars, 259 UPOV reference cultivars from non-European
countries, 5 mislabelled accessions, 67 others). Among the 2063 accessions
remaining, 1116 were considered as unique accessions and the other 947 accessions
were attributed to 367 duplicate groups (including the 178 duplicate groups identified
by the subgroup of cherry experts). As a result, the preliminary list contained 1483

primary MAAs (1116+367) and 367 reserve accessions or safety duplicates. The
following diagram shows that the primary MAAs were maintained by ten countries of
the twelve involved in the EPDB. Moreover, 60% of MAAs were maintained by their
country of origin.
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When the MAAs have been finalized, the EPDB manager will complete the following
AEGIS descriptors that were presented to the Larnaca meeting and that will need to
be harmonized with the ECPGR Doc & Information Network:
•
Offered to AEGIS System (Yes/No);
•
Year of inclusion in AEGIS System;
•
Year of exclusion from AEGIS System;
•
AEGIS status: 1 primary; 2 reserve; or 3 undetermined (or AEGISSTAT field
suggested by the ECPGR Documentation & Information Network);
•
AEGIS reasons for choosing the accession (and/or for excluding?).
c. Experiences with the use of the selection criteria while establishing the
list
The EPDB was easy to use for the application of selection criteria. Among the
passport descriptors already in the EPDB, six were identified as relevant for the
designation of AEGIS accessions on the criteria previously mentioned: Accession
name; Synonyms; Country of origin; Curator institute; Donor institute; Protection
status.
However, several problems are apparent. First no countries have yet offered
accessions to the EPDB system. Furthermore many partners could not or did not send
updated data and the Database Manager cannot reasonably ask for updates every year.
In addition there are many cultivar synonyms and some homonyms. There are also
some examples of unlikely data sets and dubious identities. And MAAs could not
easily be selected if candidate accessions had non-comparable data sets.

The AEGIS group foresees problems when a second round of nomination of MAAs is
undertaken, using additional and enhanced data sets.
d. Lessons learnt for other crops
The general problems experienced with Prunus are likely to be encountered with the
other ECPGR fruit crops Malus, Pyrus and Vitis. The previous report of the AEGIS
Prunus group was presented to the chairs, vice-chairs and database managers of the
Malus/Pyrus and Vitis Working Groups and a brief update was provided to these other
parties at the Fruit Synonyms meeting. So these groups are aware of the direction in
which the Prunus group is moving. The AEGIS group would draw attention to three
specific points.
Clarification of the existing synonyms is very important to help identify the MAAs to
be included in the AEGIS European Collection.
Clarification of the EURISCO descriptors ‘Country of origin’ (for cultivars) and
‘Accession name’ (for wild accessions) is essential.
The flow of information between curators, ECCDB, EURISCO and National Focal
Points (NFPs) needs to be clarified. The EPDB manager will contact the Doc &
Information Network.

